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The study of ignition dynamics is important for a wide range of safety, environmental, and
transportation applications. This talk presents experimental and numerical investigations of the
processes leading to ignition of reactive gaseous mixtures in the presence of ignition sources—
specifically, hot surfaces and compressive devices. A novel experimental technique is presented
which generates repeatable high-temperature particles that can be injected into a reactive
environment. An interferometer that makes use of large-angle dual birefringent prisms performs
high-speed temperature imaging of the particle injection and subsequent ignition and flame
propagation of the reactive gas. The interferometer is a combination of a differential and MachZehnder interferometer and is highly stable in an infinite fringe configuration. Numerical work
analyzes the chemical kinetics of a reactive gaseous mixture adjacent to a hot surface. A
simplified expression of the thermal boundary layer growth is presented based on a variation of
the Rayleigh problem; the use of a simplified expression rather than three-dimensional
calculations allows us to use a detailed chemical kinetic mechanism to simulate the chemistry
while still saving on computational cost. Lastly, a novel experiment for compression ignition
testing of reactive gas is described. The experiment makes use of a water column rather than a
solid piston to compress a pocket of reactive gas. The compression process leads to the formation
of a multi-phase mixture consisting of reactive gas, water droplets, and water vapor due to the
development of Richtmyer-Meshkov and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. Hydrocarbon-air and
hydrogen-oxygen reactive mixtures are used in these investigations to simulate potential
explosion hazards in the aviation and nuclear sectors.
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